Assessing physician choice of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs in a health maintenance organization.
To develop a categorization scheme for grouping various nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) by relative safety; to develop a method to quantify the appropriateness of the initial and subsequent choices of NSAID therapy; to assess whether NSAID prescribing was consistent with the developed criteria; to examine the cost of inappropriate, acute NSAID use as defined by the established criteria. Retrospective drug utilization review focusing on NSAIDs. Members aged > or = 18 years of a 40,000-person southeastern Michigan health maintenance organization. (1) Appropriateness of therapy using a four-level safety classification system for the NSAIDs developed by a consensus process; criteria based on safety under the assumption that any particular NSAID is equally likely to be effective when dosed appropriately; (2) evaluation of progression of NSAID therapy using the NSAID Therapy Progression Formula. For acute patients, almost half of the prescriptions were for ibuprofen and 33 percent were for naproxen. Ibuprofen usage accounted for 16 percent of total NSAID cost and naproxen agents accounted for over 50 percent of that cost. Potential cost savings of approximately $82,000 probably would have occurred had a 50 percent interchange rate for ibuprofen been acceptable. For chronic patients, 85 percent were treated with one or two NSAIDs; treatments were of reasonable high quality when compared by safety profiles. There was low use of ibuprofen in patients who only received one NSAID. NSAID usage assessment in a large population was achieved by developing a classification and scoring system based on NSAID safety; in this population, prescribing patterns were generally consistent with established criteria; however, when considering cost, improvement in initial NSAID selection for acute patients was possible.